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ANNOUNCEMENT 
Maxwell Pergamon Macmillan uses  
Softstrlp ®Technology 
USING THE SOFTSTRIP PROCESS 
FOR PUBLISHING SOFTWARE AND DATA 
IN PERGAMON JOURNALS 
Beginning in 1986, Maxwell Pergamon Macmillan began using Softstrip System 
technology in selected publications. This new system and printing format allows readers 
to automatically scan and enter data (or computer software) directly from the printed 
pages of publications into all popular personal computers, quickly, automatically, and 
error-free. Data strips will be appearing in a wide variety of publications and they may 
all be scanned by using a low-cost Softstrip reader which can be obtained from Maxwell 
Pergamon Macmillan, Inc., Maxwell House, Fairview Park, Elmsford, NY 10523. 
Maxwell Pergamon Macmillan offers the Tables of Contents of selected computer-related 
journals on data strips. This allows subscribers to quickly and easily save each issue's 
Table of Contents in a personal or larger data base. The data base helps readers by 
simplifying article, author or topical information searches. 
Maxwell Pergamon Macmillan will also convert data and software provided by 
contributors into data strip format. These data strips will be printed in our journals 
with the contributor's article. By publishing data in the Softstrip format, we will 
provide readers with greater utility and convenience. It will also provide contributors 
with an enhanced publishing medium where publishing materials relevant o use with 
personal computers i simplified. 
CONTRIBUTOR'S INSTRUCTIONS 
Submitting Articles for Publication 
Contributors should follow standard manuscript submission procedures as published in 
the journal. Upon acceptance by the Editor, you will be asked to submit a diskette in 
accordance with Items 1-3 below. 
Submitting Software/Data for Publication 
Contributors arc asked to submit heir materials on carefully packaged magnetic 
diskettes. The diskettes must be "unprotected." Each diskette must be accompanied by a 
separate letter which clearly indicates the following information: 
[I] The type of computer and language from (and for) which the software and/or data 
is meant o be used. NOTE: Initially, Maxwell Pergamon Macmillan will support 
only three classes of machines; the IBM PC and compatibles, the Apple II Series of 
computers, and the Apple Macintosh. (Other computers will be added as demand for 
them is determined.) 
[2] The name of the file(s) on the disk and the type of file(s). Files may be programs in 
BASIC, Assembly Language, or Object Code. Alternatively, files may be Lotus 1-2-3 
worksheets or templates, text files, or simple ASCII data files. Files for IBM PCs 
and compatibles should run under PCDOS or MSDOS and those for Apple II Series 
computers should run under DOS 3.3 or ProDOS. 
[3] Brief instructions on the use of each program or data file explaining how to run the 
program or how to access the data. 
All software programs and data tables should be submitted only in conjunction with the 
articles for which they are intended, both in hard copy form and diskette. The publisher 
will determine how the strip will be presented. Diskette cannot be returned. 
Contributors are encouraged to use this new medium to supplement or enhance their 
articles, especially where the articles contain software program listings or data tables 
which readers may wish to use with computers. Initially, to make it possible for Maxwell 
Pergamon Macmillan to convert material into data strips, we will support only certain 
computers and software languages. 
For additional information on the Softstrip System in Pergamon publications, please 
write to Director of Publishing, Maxwell Pergamon Macmillan, Inc., Maxwell House, 
Fairview Park, Elmsford, NY 10523, USA. 
